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QUESTION 
 
“WHAT SHOULD COUNCIL SPEND OUR MONEY ON TO SHAPE THE COMMUNITY’S FUTURE?” 
 
BACKGROUND 
It seems to me before the selected Jurists can address the set question they need to understand how spending 
decisions are arrived at for the City of Greater Bendigo and the priorities Council adopts in formulating the 
spending program. 
 
LIMITATIONS ON THE JURY PROCESS 
At the outset it is important to note the selected question for debate was not selected by the citizens of 
Bendigo but by Council officers working with councillors, with no opportunity for community input into 
discussions. So the whole exercise is officer driven with Ms Mansfield championing the Citizens’ Jury and 
overseeing the exercise.  
 
I believe the Jury is being promoted to alleviate council officers’ poor performance engaging residents in its 
planning and budget processes, and to justify and then prepare itself for an application to increase rates in 
2017/18 year above CPI (public consultation is a requirement of the application process). 
 
If Council carried out  it’s role as defined, was open and accountable, consulted widely and engaged the 
community would there ever be need for a Citizens’ Jury? 
 
GOVERNANCE ROLE OF COUNCIL 
Jurists might imagine councillors for the City of Greater Bendigo operate something like a board of directors for 
a public company, setting the strategic direction, formulating goals etc. and then entrusting the management 
team to execute the plan and periodically reporting back to Council on their progress. This would see Council 
playing the governance role. 
 
The discussion paper underpinning the Local Government Act Review confirms the above mentioned approach 
when it mentions “The strict delineation of responsibilities between CEO (responsible for all administrative 
matters including staff oversight) and councillors (strategic directions and statutory decision-making) is often 
not understood by councillors. The reforms are aimed at strengthening the Act so all parties better understand 
the distinction.” 
 
The fundamental problem is Councillors don’t perform the role intended under the Act. Because of the 
complexities of the council process and the size of the organization and the skill sets required, part time well-
meaning councillors are not equipped to carry out their role as the Act requires. 
 
So the executive officers step in to fill the void and prepare the draft council Plan and Budget. In essence they 
assume the governance role and set the strategic direction, something which should be the province of the 
councillors as the Act intended. Councillors tinker at the edges then claim ownership. 



Though Council calls for submissions from the community on the draft Plan and Budget history reveals the 
officers have paid scant regard to the submissions made. The broad community should have been involved 
offering ideas well before the draft is prepared.  
 
The officers, after consulting selected interest groups, formulate the Plan and Budget and proceed to execute 
their own plan without any significant input from councillors and the broader community. The draft Plan and 
Budget are erroneously passed off as the “Community’s Plan”. 
 
This raises the question, is there any need for councillors under this flawed model if officers formulate the 
strategic direction and execute their own plan without broad community input? 
 
The problem is further compounded when councillors have “forum meetings” which are conducted behind 
closed doors prior to public council meetings. Councillor positions are determined at the forums with councillors 
being precluded from discussing issues with any ratepayers. So there is no opportunity for scrutiny or citizen 
input of positions taken. The subsequent open public council meetings are a charade, just speeches not real 
debate of tested ideas or thoroughly investigated alternatives.  
 
The poor results and declining performance  in the recent Customer Satisfaction Survey for the City of Greater 
Bendigo highlights the frustration of ratepayers’ exclusion from input into the setting of spending priorities and 
not having a greater say in how their money is spent; it also reinforces  the need for major revision of the Local 
Government Act. 
 
OFFICER INFLUENCE 
The Chief Executive Officer is in an extremely powerful position to influence spending priorities.  
 
The 4  Directors of the City also control spending programs. 
 
In summary, the current spending programme is officer driven and not reflective of the aspirations of the average 
down to earth ratepayer, apart from the input of special interest groups. 
 
Shouldn’t  the Jury first try and determine the spending priorities of the average ratepayer? 
 
 The research indicates their priorities as follows: 

 Elderly support services 

 Population growth 

 Waste management 

 Informing the community 

 Family support services 

 Consultation & engagement 

 Town planning policy 

 Local streets & footpaths 

 Traffic management 

 Parking facilities  

 Emergency & Disaster management 

 Community decision

 Enforcement of local laws 

 Unsealed roads 

 Recreation facilities  

 Appearance of public areas 

 Slashing & weed control 

 Lobbying 

 Tourist development 

 Art centres & libraries 

 Community & Cultural



 
It is important to note that there is a massive drain on the ratepayer purse with officer priorities being directed 
towards spending in TOURISM/ARTS as the economic saviour, with the recent Community Satisfaction survey 
contradicted ranking tourism and Arts as 19th and 20Th  in importance ranking out of 21 council services.  
 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE ROLE 
 
Jurists may not be aware the council’s only appointment is that of the CEO. In turn this officer make all other 
appointments.  
 
The staff cost is the major component of the budget and amounts to ~$54,000,000. 
Over the last seven years staff costs have risen by 70%. Council has no say in the number of employees on the 
payroll under the Local Government Act and the CEO has free rein to decide how many to employ. 
 
To my mind council, in it’s governance role, should have a say on the number of people employed as the staff cost  
is the largest budgetary cost component by far. It just highlights how little influence councillors have. 
 
My impression is the vast majority of ratepayers want council to provide basic services in an efficient 
cost/effective manner, not for Council to keep adding unlimited services, and allow citizens  to determine how 
best to spend their own money; thus lower rates. 
 
 Shouldn’t they be given the opportunity to decide on how big or small their Council should be, and not be 
dictated to or steered  by executive officers? 
 
Using research techniques major spending decision should be made as to exactly what services residents actually 
require, and have the respondents prioritise  those services: this will guide final selection and resourcing, including 
the appropriate number of staff to undertake the selected services . This  is where COUNCIL SHOULD SPEND OUR 
MONEY TO SHAPE THE COMMUNITY’S FUTURE. 
 
 
CAPACITY TO PAY 
 
In figuring out what Council should spend our money on, Council/the Jury/senior officers must be cognizant of 
the incomes of ratepayers and residents capacity to meet the financial burdens of not just rate/fee/charges 
demands of council, but other government agencies, utility providers and the private sector. 
 
Bendigo has a relatively low socio-economic income base. Over 40 % of residents earn less than $35,000 per 
annum. That figure rises to almost 48% of households in California Gully and Eaglehawk with income increases 
in the main pegged to movements in the CPI, currently at 1.5%. 
 
Council rates have increased by 66% over the last 10 years with the CPI increasing by near 30% in the same 
period, and with so many having their incomes moving in line with the CPI, increased council rates eat up more 
of their limited resources. Hence the State Government stepping in with the new rate cap aimed at protecting 
the financially vulnerable members of our community. 
 
It is mooted that the Council officers will recommend applying to the Essential Services Commissioner for 
permission to ditch the rate cap in subsequent years and impose a higher rate increase. Council’s 10 – year plan 
is to increase rates by 5% annually. This will impose more financial pain on the less well-off. As part of the 
application to the ESC, Council has to show it has consulted with the community and there is broad support for 
the rate increase. 
 
To my mind, any fair minded attempt to sample broad ratepayer opinion on a rate increase beyond the capped 
rate would result in a resounding “NO!”,  and Council told to cut its cloth accordingly. 
 
It would be a shame if council officers were to even contemplate using the findings of the Citizens Jury, 
whatever they turn out to be, to justify support for an increased rate burden beyond CPI, using a skewed sample 
of 24 citizens as a representative sample. 



 
TOURISM/ARTS  SPEND 
 
Council has over the last several years directed large spending in Tourism/Arts area contending that there is a 
positive economic benefit  for the community with increased jobs in the tourist/ hospitality area, and the tourist 
dollar spend in the local economy.  
 
Whilst we all support Tourism and the Arts there needs to be realistic limits set on such outlays and periodic 
reviews  undertaken on  the cost effectiveness of multi-million  dollar annual subsidies on an objective basis. 
 
Apart from the gloss and glamour generated by the Tourism/Arts push which fills our local media, skilfully 
marketed by City Futures Directorate, the perceived economic benefits do not stack up on closer scrutiny.  
 
I urge all Jurors to carefully study the material supplied on this topic  by Ted Coleman where he factually illustrates 
the Tourism/Arts spend over the last 10 years or so  fails on a cost/benefit basis. 
 
My conclusion is the excessive amounts of money directed towards the City Futures Directorate needs to be 
revised and directed at those areas that will produce a greater economic  benefit and not be a burden on 
ratepayers with excessive rate increases to fund such extravagances. 
 
 THE WAY FORWARD 
 
1. Identify what core services and projects the community needs now and into the future. Officer and special 

interest group thinking dominate present strategies and their wants should not receive priority.  Based on 
sound data, genuine community consultation and the size and kind of City the community aspires to be 
socially, culturally, environmentally, etc. My feeling is the vast majority of the community want council to 
stick to it’s knitting. Do the basics well, keep rate increases to a minimum, and leave residents to figure out 
how best to spend their own money. 

 
2. Prioritise the services and projects based on real information. Then set some targets and timeline for each 

area and allocate funding in the form of a capital and recurrent budget. The time frame could extend up to 
10 years or so, then broken down into yearly blocks. Change in circumstances will require adjustments to 
the goals/targets and the budgets. 

 
3. There will be a multiplicity of other activities and projects that are currently performed, as over time 

Council has strayed from delivering core services and branched into many other fringe–area activities. 
 

As these areas are unlikely to receive high priority from the average ratepayer they need to be culled, 
downgraded, and some of the funding directed towards those areas of more pressing need. This will impact 
upon the number of staff required to deliver services. Some staff will need to be redeployed, others let go 
and careful assessment required at the expiry of staff contracts. 

 
4. There will be a need to develop the current four-year Plan and Budget resulting from those deliberations. It 

is essential to develop measurable targets that can be periodically reported upon. Accountability should go 
hand-in-hand to ensure compliance with goals set. The four-year Plan/Budget should also have a longer 
term counterpart, but in a less detailed form. Maybe up to 10 years. 

 
5. Avoid “wish lists” in setting spending priorities. A number of councillors, special interest groups and 

executive officers have particular “pet projects” they see as vitally important, float the idea with the 
assistance of the media, and have ratepayers believe there is “universal support” for their project. 
Rounding up a focus group to support the cause is another ploy adopted. Not once do they mention the 
outlay can only be funded by INCREASED COUNCIL RATES.   

 
6. The Auditor General’s guidelines on Capital Expenditure Proposals requires Council to consult with their 

communities on their willingness to pay for major projects resulting in increased rates etc. Whilst most of 
the proposers are generally the more affluent members of the community, they seem blind-sided to the 
impact on battling ratepayers or have any sense of inflated outcomes. 



 
7. The Jury needs to understand how much revenue is generated from rates/ charges, grants etc. and have an 

understanding of the economic and demographic data. Given the vast bulk of the community are on 
relatively low wages and many receiving government benefits the rates set need to be reflective of their 
ability to pay. Remember higher council rates feed into higher rentals. 

 
8. Council should set aside funds for an   Independent Reviews of Council on a periodic basis. Because Councils 

are now extremely large organizations, and monopoly suppliers of services, there is always scope for 
improvement and greater efficiencies. Whilst councils are subject to scrutiny under the Local Government 
Act, the reports are essentially compliance based. 

 
There is no attempt to look for cost savings and efficiencies, or at  the human and management dynamics of 
the organization. The  recent Review into  the City of Greater Bendigo, a ratepayer inspired initiative, was 
undertaken in 2012 at a cost of $250,000 and was an opportunity for ratepayers and other interested parties 
to have their say. Many positive initiatives flowed from the Review with significant cost savings  and it was a 
worthwhile cost/benefit exercise. More potential savings were foregone because those proposals  did not 
accord with officer thinking. 

 
As part of the Review into Local Government  the State Government should legislate for periodic Reviews of 
all local Councils. 

 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 It is glaringly obvious the Local Government Act of 1989 needs a major revision, and in the light of council 
amalgamations, the landscape of how councils function in practice has changed dramatically. Legislation must 
be introduced to keep pace with these changes, correct power imbalances which favour executive officers, and 
reflect an underlying philosophy of protecting the interests of the vast bulk of ratepayers and give them a 
greater say in how their money is spent. 
 
I would  encourage Jurors to make submissions to the current  Review into  the Local Government Act -1989. 
 
I wish jurors all the best in their deliberations in determining the community’s priorities on the future spending 
program for our Council. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


